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Tar Heel Lightnin'
Fantastically Fast Cars explores the world of high speed, grit and danger including world record attempts, daredevil stunt
riders and an arduous 10,000 km race across sandy deserts and rocky mountains. Learn about the infamous Mid Night Club
as well as the latest technological advances in motoring. On the Edge is a brand new series of high-interest non-fiction
books that will appeal to struggling or reluctant readers. With stunning pictures and clear, simple text, The narrative
focuses on extraordinary real life stories to engage readers and keep them on the edge of their seats! Each book features a
fun quiz to see if the reader could take the same challenges.

Famous Cars
"Simple text and color photographs describe nine famous cars"--Provided by the publisher.

It's All About Fast Cars
Fast Cars, Clean Bodies examines the crucial decade from Dien Bien Phu to the mid-1960s when France shifted rapidly from
an agrarian, insular, and empire-oriented society to a decolonized, Americanized, and fully industrial one. In this analysis of
a startling cultural transformation Kristin Ross finds the contradictions of the period embedded in its various commodities
and cultural artifacts--automobiles, washing machines, women's magazines, film, popular fiction, even structuralism--as
well as in the practices that shape, determine, and delimit their uses. In each of the book's four chapters, a central object of
mythical image is refracted across a range of discursive and material spaces: social and private, textual and cinematic,
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national and international. The automobile, the new cult of cleanliness in the capital and the colonies, the waning of Sartre
and de Beauvoir as the couple of national attention, and the emergence of reshaped, functionalist masculinities
(revolutionary, corporate, and structural) become the key elements in this prehistory of postmodernism in France.
Modernization ideology, Ross argues, offered the promise of limitless, even timeless, development. By situating the rise of
"end of history" ideologies within the context of France's transition into mass culture and consumption, Ross returns the
touted timelessness of modernization to history. She shows how the realist fiction and film of the period, as well as the work
of social theorists such as Barthes, Lefebvre, and Morin who began at the time to conceptualize "everyday life," laid bare
the disruptions and the social costs of events. And she argues that the logic of the racism prevalent in France today,
focused on the figure of the immigrant worker, is itself the outcome of the French state's embrace of capitalist
modernization ideology in the 1950s and 1960s.

Artificial Intelligence
Family Cutey� brings you this detailed, clean 2020 Daily Planner/Organizer that is a perfect gift for any one. Each page
shows a different day to write on: Priority Tasks To Do Notes Things to Do Goals Reminders Definitely a must-have for daily
organization of your schedule, events, appointments whether for school, college, home or work.

Marty Robbins
From the late nineteenth century well into the 1960s, North Carolina boasted some of the nation's most restrictive laws on
alcohol production and sale. For much of this era, it was also the nation's leading producer of bootleg liquor. Over the years,
written accounts, popular songs, and Hollywood movies have turned the state's moonshiners, fast cars, and frustrated Feds
into legends. But in Tar Heel Lightnin', Daniel S. Pierce tells the real history of moonshine in North Carolina as never before.
This well-illustrated, entertaining book introduces a surprisingly varied cast of characters who operated secret stills and ran
liquor from the swamps of the Tidewater to Piedmont forests and mountain coves. From the state's earliest days through
Prohibition to the present, Pierce shows that moonshine crossed race and economic lines, linking men and women, the
rebellious and the respectable, the oppressed and the merely opportunistic. As Pierce recounts, even churchgoing types
might run shipments of "that good ol' mountain dew" when hard times came and there was no social safety net to break the
fall. Folklore, popular culture, and changing laws have helped fuel a renaissance in making and drinking commercial
moonshine, and Pierce shows how today's producers understand their ties to the past. Above all, this book reveals that
moonshine's long, colorful history features surprises that can change how we understand a state and a region.

Fast Cars, Cool Rides
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Word Search for Kids with Cars. Let the Child develop his mind with a puzzle. The Book Contains Over 20 Puzzles +
illustrations of Cars for Coloring. A Perfect Gift for Your Kids.

Fast Cars
Undercover Revenge
The Little Book of Fast Cars
Discusses the history and development of some of the world's fastest automobiles, describing the specific features and
specifications of such cars as dragsters, Indianapolis 500 race cars, and the supersonic car.

The World's Fastest Cars
Dive beneath the oceans and soar above the clouds in this exploration of Earth that makes a pleasing introduction to basic
earth-science concepts.

Slow Car Fast
Slow Car Fast: The Millennial Mantra Changing Car Culture for Good explores the changing tides of car culture and reexamines the meaning of being a “car guy” in 2020. Veteran automotive journalist Ryan K. ZumMallen parses this world
through the drivers, tuners and designers that live and breathe it against the fertile backdrop of Southern California. How
did horsepower and speed get so out of control? Do young people still like cars? Who are the automotive icons that will
shape car culture for years to come? Slow Car Fast offers answers to the questions on the mind of every kid who grew up
with a poster on their wall and dreamed of owning their dream car one day, ferreted out through first-hand reporting on the
ground. ZumMallen goes inside the automotive zeitgeist to explain how modern car culture came to be, from the old-school
(massive improvements in engineering and technology) to the new-school (the rise of video games and social media).
Featuring interviews with dozens of influential voices and ride-alongs in today's automotive unicorns, Slow Car Fast is a
must-have eBook for anyone who knows that getting behind the wheel is only the beginning.
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Fast Car Physics
"Simple text and color photographs describe nine fast cars"--Provided by the publisher.

Fast Cars
This Beautiful Fastcar Coloring Book will help children to get into mindful coloring and also learn about cars design. Click the
cover to reveal what's inside! Why Your Child Will Love This Book: ♥ Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page they color will pull
them into a fantastic world where all their stress will melt away ♥ Beautiful design appropriate for all ages. We have
included 20 unique images for your kid to express their creativity and make masterpieces. ♥ Single-sided Pages. Every
image is placed on its own blank-backed page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other coloring books. ♥ Great
for All Skill Levels. They can color every page whatever they like and there is no wrong way to color (even if they are a
beginners). ♥ Makes a Wonderful Gift. Know someone who loves to color? Make them smile by getting them a copy too. You
could even color together! Scroll Up and BUY NOW!

Fast Cars, 4-speeds & Fist-fights
Revving engines, smoking tires, and high speeds. Car racing enthusiasts and race drivers alike know the thrill of
competition, the push to perform better, and the agonyâ€”and dangersâ€”of bad decisions. But driving faster and better
involves more than just high horsepower and tightly tuned engines. Physicist and amateur racer Chuck Edmondson
thoroughly discusses the physics underlying car racing and explains just what’s going on during any race, why, and how a
driver can improve control and ultimately win. The world of motorsports is rich with excitement and competitionâ€”and
physics. Edmondson applies common mathematical theories to real-world racing situations to reveal the secrets behind
successful fast driving. He explains such key concepts as how to tune your car and why it matters, how to calculate 0 to 60
mph times and quarter-mile times and why they are important, and where, when, why, and how to use kinematics in road
racing. He wraps it up with insight into the impact and benefit of green technologies in racing. In each case, Edmondson’s indepth explanations and worked equations link the physics principles to qualitative racing advice. From selecting shifting
points to load transfer in car control and beyond, Fast Car Physics is the ideal source to consult before buckling up and
cinching down the belts on your racing harness.

Introverted But Willing to Discuss Fast Cars
Text by Nevile Wakefield Altough known primarily as a fashion photographer - Jil Sander, Calvin Klein, Givenchy et al - and
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for work for 'The Face' and 'iD', Craig McDean also has a penchant for fast cars as he demostrates here in this collection of
shots of hot wheels and muscle cars from back yards, driveways and circuits across America. Expertly sequenced by
McDean in collaboration with the Paris-based studio M/M, this is a lovingly crafted homage to the hot rod. 59 full-colour
photographs.

Fast Cars and Frybread
The Little Book of Fast Cars is a compilation of some of the fastest road cars ever to have been built. A short biography for
each model is included along with 'Top Trumps' style performance figures for each car, packed with stunning photographs.
This book contains profiles of some of the most loved and admired sports cars in the world and will make a perfect gift or
self purchase.

Supercar Coloring Book
The World's Fastest Cars
Provides information on the history, different models, testing, designing, and racing of the Ferrari.

Fast Cars and Bad Girls
Unleash your creativity and start sketching your dream car with this great sketchbook. Make sure to check my other design
of the cover of this Sketchbook. Let your imagination run wild !

I Love Fast Cars
All your favourite fast cars in one big book, presented in popular groupings such as On the Track, Supercars and Classic
Cars, plus special features on some of the best and most iconic cars such as the Ferrari Enzo, Ford Mustand and Bugatti
Veyron.

Fast Cars
Definition, What is A.I? Foundation of A.I., History, Intelligent Agents, Agent architecture, A. I. Application (E Commerce &
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Medicine), A. I. Representation, Properties of internal representation, Future of A.I., Production System, Issue in design of
search programsLogic ProgrammingIntroduction, Logic, Logic Programming, Forward and Backward resoning, Forward and
Backward chaining rules.Heuristic Search TechniquesHeuristic search , Hill Climbing, Best first search, mean and end
analysis, constraint Satisfaction, A* and AO* Algorithm.Game PlayingMinimax search procedure, Alpha-beta cutoffs, Waiting
for quiescence, Secondary searcKnowledge RepresentationBasic of knowledge representation, knowledge representation
paradigms, Propositional logic, Inference Rules in Propositional logic, Knowledge representation using Predicate logic :
Predicate calculus, Predicate and arguments, ISA hierarchy, Frame notation, Resolution, Natural deduction.Knowledge
Representation using Non Montionic LogicTMS ( Truth Maintenance System ), Statistical and probabilistic reasoning FuzzyLogic ,Structure knowledge representation, Semantic-net, Frames, Conceptual dependency, Script.LearningWhat is
Learning? Types of Learning (Rote, Direct instruction analogy, Induction, Deduction)PlanningBlock world, Strips,
Implementation using goal stack, Non linear planning with goal stacks, Hierarichial planning, least commitment
strategy.Advance AI TopicsNatural Language ProcessingIntroduction, Steps in NLP, Syntactic Processing, ATN, RTN,
Semantic analysis, Discourse & Pragmatic processing.PereceptionPerception , Action, Robot Architecture.Neural
NetworksIntroduction to neural networks and perception-qualitative analysis, Neural net architecture and
applications.Expert systemUtilization and functionality, Architecture of expert system, Knowledge representation, Two case
studies on expert systems.

Ferrari
A heartfelt, yet honest look at Rez lifeThis is a collection of approximately 40 columns about life on the Pala Indian
Reservation from the Riverside Press-Enterprise. It is a sequel to his self-published book, Rez Dogs Eat Beans.

Fast Cars, Clean Bodies
Rand Memoranda
Drawing on interviews with over 100 young men and women, and five years of research, the author explores the fast-paced
world of kids and their cars. She reveals a world where cars have incredible significance for kids, as a means of
transportation and thereby freedom to come and go, as status symbols and as a means to express their identities.

Sex, Drink, and Fast Cars
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When Buzz's father's slow driving makes him late for all of his appointments, Buzz designs a car for his dad that only goes
fast.

The Ultimate History of Fast Cars
"In a top-ten format presents the worlds fastest cars"--Provided by publisher.

Fast Cars, Clean Bodies
"The art of drawing has never been so easy or fun! Learn all about drawing machines fueled for adventure, whether it be
through the air, on land, or across the sea. Inside, you'll find photos and fascinating facts about your drawing subjects.
Follow the simple, step-by-step examples, and soon you'll be creating your own masterpieces!"--P.[4] of cover.

Fast Food, Stock Cars, and Rock 'n' Roll
Fast Cars and Bad Girls: Nomadic Subjects and Women's Road Stories explores the road narratives of women and the
various ways their work re-maps American space. Moving from Mary Rowlandson's famous captivity narrative to the frontier
texts of the American West to the postapocalyptic novels of postmodern experience, Fast Cars and Bad Girls interrogates
the intersections of nomadic theory and contemporary feminism. What would happen, the text queries the reader, if Jack
Kerouac had gone on the road with a baby in the back seat? Women's road texts are different, insists author Deborah Paes
de Barros; notions such as resistance to the West, the revision of the natural world, mother-daughter relationships, avantgarde angst, and feminist utopias construct this discussion of women travel writers.

Built for Speed: World's Fastest Road Cars
Fast Cars
Twelve glistening, ground-hugging models with a metallic shine and all the latest features -- rear deck spoilers, stripes, mag
wheels, and more. Great for notebooks, poster paper, and other flat surfaces.

Buzz Beaker and the Super Fast Car
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Come along with Car as he spends the day at work.

Shiny Fast Cars Stickers
First in the Simon Spencer Private Investigator Series. It begins when Simon steps out of a San Francisco Night Club into a
hail of bullets. He fires a single shot that hit his assailant between the eyes. A car chase and shootout ends in a City Park.
Simon's car is destroyed by bullet holes. Marteena Brown, Simon's Personal Assistant in Simon Spencer Private
Investigations; asks: "How many cars have you had anyway?" The answer is a story of growing up in Los Angeles. With the
daily hustles, of collecting scrap metal for pocket money, a morning paper route, and becoming a Joint Roller in a two-bit
Marijuana Operation.Marteena asks: "So what about girls?" Simon has graduated to Pimp and Gigolo under the tutelage of a
Notorious Madam; then to Drug Running.When the husband of Simon's "Lady" is released from Prison, they pack up and
move back East. Simon has to decide whether to continue his life of Crime, go to college, or join the Navy. Together we will
follow Simon on his journey through manhood.

Fast Cars Are My Only Vice
All About Drawing Cool Cars, Fast Planes & Military Machines
"Illustrated in full colour, each entry includes details of top speeds, acceleration figures and a comprehensive specification
table"--Back cover.

Fast Cars
Fast Cars tells you everything you want to know about cars, from the earliest automobiles to speedy supercars, rally racers
and even cars that fly. Fast Cars is part of a great new collectible series called It's all about It is packed with facts and stats,
and there are eight amazing collector cards to tear out and keep. You can access a free downloadable audio of Fast Cars by
logging onto the special URL address on page 3. Fast Cars has a Contents page as well as a Glossary and Index. You can
check out the other titles in the series at the back of the book.

My Big Fast Car Book
Fast Cars, Clean Bodies examines the crucial decade from Dien Bien Phu to the mid-1960s when France shifted rapidly from
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an agrarian, insular, and empire-oriented society to a decolonized, Americanized, and fully industrial one. In this analysis of
a startling cultural transformation Kristin Ross finds the contradictions of the period embedded in its various commodities
and cultural artifacts--automobiles, washing machines, women's magazines, film, popular fiction, even structuralism--as
well as in the practices that shape, determine, and delimit their uses. In each of the book's four chapters, a central object of
mythical image is refracted across a range of discursive and material spaces: social and private, textual and cinematic,
national and international. The automobile, the new cult of cleanliness in the capital and the colonies, the waning of Sartre
and de Beauvoir as the couple of national attention, and the emergence of reshaped, functionalist masculinities
(revolutionary, corporate, and structural) become the key elements in this prehistory of postmodernism in France.
Modernization ideology, Ross argues, offered the promise of limitless, even timeless, development. By situating the rise of
"end of history" ideologies within the context of France's transition into mass culture and consumption, Ross returns the
touted timelessness of modernization to history. She shows how the realist fiction and film of the period, as well as the work
of social theorists such as Barthes, Lefebvre, and Morin who began at the time to conceptualize "everyday life," laid bare
the disruptions and the social costs of events. And she argues that the logic of the racism prevalent in France today,
focused on the figure of the immigrant worker, is itself the outcome of the French state's embrace of capitalist
modernization ideology in the 1950s and 1960s.

I Wonder Why Cars Go Fast Sticker Activity Book
A fascinating look inside the preparation of the cars and the making of the movie scenes featured in the 2001 box office hit
The Fast and the Furious and in the 2003 summer release sequel The Fast and the Furious 2. Officially authorized by
Universal Studios, this book draws on the experience of Eddie Paul in acquiring, constructing and modifying the cars for
both movies. This book, with 300 color illustrations, reveals how the automotive stunts were choreographed, performed and
filmed. This is a true insider's guide to the exciting world of fast cars, thrilling stunts, and motion-picture production.

The Cars of The Fast and the Furious
From his first performance in the late 1940s until his early death in 1982, Marty Robbins established himself as one of the
most popular and successful singer/songwriters in the latter half of the 20th century. On the country charts, he racked up
15 #1 hits, including the crossover smashes El Paso and A White Sport Coat (and a Pink Carnation). A beloved entertainer,
Robbins received honors from every major music association. El Paso became the first Grammy ever awarded to a Country
song, while My Woman My Woman My Wife received the 1970 Grammy for Best Country Song. In 1969 Robbins was named
artist of the decade by the Academy of Country Music. He was inducted into the Nashville Songwriters Hall of Fame in 1975
and the Country Music Hall of Fame in 1982. In addition to his success as a singer/songwriter, Robbins loved car racing. In
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the early 1970s he joined the NASCAR circuit and raced the rest of his life. In Marty Robbins: Fast Cars and Country Music,
author Barbara J. Pruett provides an exhaustive overview of Robbins' life and career. Nearly half of the book is a
chronological listing (starting in 1948) of more than 2,000 magazine and newspaper articles and other sources of
information about Robbins. Another section provides a basic discography of his hundreds of recordings, including both
albums and singles released in his lifetime and after. The book also features a list of all of the songs he copyrighted, stories
about his stock car racing activities, several previously unpublished photographs, and interviews with those who knew and
worked with him-and even an extensive interview with Robbins himself. As a tribute to a great entertainer, this volume will
be of interest not only to entertainment writers and researchers, but also to Marty Robbins fans worldwide.

Fine Cars and Fast Women an Action Adventure
This book discusses man's perennial fascination with, and desire for, stylish cars and looks at the ways in which these
feelings are exploited by designers, advertisers, and marketers

Fast Cars!
This national best-selling and innovative series starts with the basic building blocks of all scientific inquiry-interesting
questions, which are answered in an accessible, child-friendly style. The conversational format is perfect for engaging
curious readers, and delivering solid information in a way that encourages imaginative discussions and a creative learning
environment. Ready..Get setGo! Race off to discover these exciting and innovative activities that feature all types of cars
and various vehicles that travel by land, sea, and air. Fascinating facts, puzzles, quizzes, and games about different kinds of
things that go are integrated throughout the popular I Wonder Why question and answer format. With over 40 stickers, kids
will spend hours zooming through I Wonder Why Cars Go Fast Sticker Activity Book by Moira Butterfield.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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